Understanding the top-down controls of surface loading on magma reservoir formation
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Loading due to the growth of volcanic edifices generates stresses in the crust comparable to the order of magnitude of tectonic stresses. Crustal stresses control the pathways and velocity of magma-filled dikes and thus may affect the geometry and location of magma storage zones. We mainly investigate how the loading stress provided by a growing volcanic edifice sets a top-down control on the shape of a magma reservoir. Data on the shape and depth of magma storage of deforming volcanoes from available databases (i.e. COMET, Smithsonian) reveal that calderas in general are associated to sills or top-flatted reservoirs, while stratovolcanoes are related to vertically developed reservoirs such as ellipsoids. We explain this observation with 2D numerical simulation of ascent pathways of magma in the crust considering dike-dike interaction. Topographic load plays the main role in our models. Taking into account stresses induced by the previous intrusions introduces complexity to the system thereby facilitating accumulations of dikes resulting in the formation of magma storage zones. Our results are consistent with the observation and suggest that the shape of the volcanic edifice may control, beside being controlled by, that of magma reservoirs.